Combined confocal and wide-field high-resolution cytometry of fluorescent in situ hybridization-stained cells.
The recently developed technique of high-resolution cytometry (HRCM) enables automated acquisition and analysis of fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH)-stained cell nuclei using conventional wide-field fluorescence microscopy. The method has now been extended to confocal imaging and offers the opportunity to combine the advantages of confocal and wide-field modes. We have automated image acquisition and analysis from a standard inverted fluorescence microscope equipped with a confocal module with Nipkow disk and a cooled digital CCD camera. The system is fully controlled by a high-performance computer that performs both acquisition and related on-line image analysis. The system can be used either for an automatic two (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) analysis of FISH- stained interphase nuclei or for a semiautomatic 3D analysis of FISH-stained cells in tissues. The user can select which fluorochromes are acquired using wide-field mode and which using confocal mode. The wide-field and confocal images are overlaid automatically in computer memory. The developed software compensates automatically for both chromatic color shifts and spatial shifts caused by switching to a different imaging mode. Using the combined confocal and wide-field HRCM technique, it is possible to take advantage of both imaging modes. Images of some dyes (such as small hybridization dots or counterstain images of individual interphase nuclei) do not require confocal quality and can be acquired quickly in wide-field mode. On the contrary, images of other dyes (such as chromosome territories or counterstain images of cells in tissues) do require improved quality and are acquired in confocal mode. The dual-mode approach is two to three times faster compared with the single-mode confocal approach and the spectrum of its applications is much broader compared with both single-mode confocal and single-mode wide-field systems. The combination of high speed specific to the wide-field mode and high quality specific to the confocal mode gives optimal system performance.